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LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS-SPECIAL ISSUE 
LINEAR CONTROL THEORY 
The aim of this special issue is to focus attention on those areas of Linear 
Control Theory where methods from Linear Algebra are relevant. Contribu- 
tions are invited. Papers should be suitable for publication in Linear Algebra 
and Its Applications, and they will be refereed in the usual way. 
Appropriate areas include: 
Polynomial matrices, operator polynomials, singular systems of differential 
equations, Kronecker theory 
Geometric methods, invariant subspaces, design methods 
Feedback, pole placement, inverse eigenvalue problems 
Numerical problems 
Partial realization theory, Hankel matrices, rational functions 
The deadline for submission of papers is 15 December 1981, and the 
special issue will appear in early 1983. Papers should be sent to either: 
R. W. Brockett or P. A. Fuhrmann 
Pierce Hall Department of Mathematics 
Harvard University Ben Gurion University of the Negev 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 Beer Sheva, Israel 
